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TAKE A DEEP BREATH AND RELAX
That’s it. Well done, you’ve made it this far. I’m proud of you.
As far as your tax dollars are concerned, going back almost four generations, here are some difficult to believe, historic, and truly expensive hard facts as I and others know them:
• There used to be 25 security levels above the President of the United States regarding Unacknowledged Special Access Projects. Access requires special evaluation protocols by MJ-12.

• On Feb. 20th, 1954, President Eisenhower met with a delegation of ETs called the “Orion Consortium” at Edwards AFB (then known as Muroc AFB) to carve out a mutually beneficial treaty in exchange for highly advanced technology. The “Grenada Treaty” was broken years later by both parties,
but the technology exchange happened because the Grey ETs wanted unique, 12-strand DNA human genetics, the true currency of our galaxy among regressive races. This event was documented on U. S.
Army Signal Corps 16mm film. Eisenhower was informed that selected aerospace engineers such as
William Mills Tompkins of Douglas Advance Design and RAND Corp. were given telepathic engineering
information on space craft propulsion and designs specs. In February 1955, Eisenhower's Secret Executive Memorandums NSC 5510 and 5412/1 creates new members of a permanent MJ-12 committee.
Eisenhower had to buy time for the human race to become technologically proficient since we
had no weapons to fight Grey ETs at the time. It was a political devil’s bargain at best.
Nelson Rockefeller initially funded Eisenhower’s presidential campaign, and when in office,
Eisenhower executed a secret Executive Memorandum NSC 5510, preceding NSC 5412/1 to establish a
permanent committee to be known as “Majesty Twelve” (MJ-12) to oversee and conduct all covert
UFO/ET activities. Rockefeller was the first member, Allen Dulles was #2, and Secretary of Defense
Charles E. Wilson was #3.
By 1956 Eisenhower realized the ET treaty was a deception. Mutilated animals were found
across the United States. It was feared that the official ET lists of “human abductees” were incomplete
(Tau-9 treaty). Citizens and children were missing en masse. Public disclosure was an untenable option, likely precipitating a national panic and economic collapse. In turn, disclosure to Congress was
deemed impossible as well. The agreement document and originally exchanged materials may be found
today in the NSA facility called “Blue Moon” underneath Kirkland Air Force base in New Mexico.
• Nelson Rockefeller.
• Douglas X-3 aircraft at Muroc
AFB. A “UFO chaser.”
• President Eisenhower.
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• NASA has always had two space programs: one overt, one covert. Its real mission was to be a
U.S. Navy deep space galactic penetration organization. Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo were all cover
projects and test beds. NASA is also a cover for the Secret Space Program (SSP).
Antigravity propulsion was used in the LEM module for takeoff from the moon.
All Apollo astronauts were told to keep quiet regarding UFOs on threat of lethal force. Militarization of the moon has been ongoing. Pre-existing structures were found by Apollo 11, 12, and 14.
Some astronauts have come forward with previously top-secret UFO information. The moon has a hollow artificial structure inside, contains many races of ETs, is much bigger than official reports say, and
was intentionally brought into our solar system millions of years ago to balance out the Earth as a
spacecraft. The moon is geostationary unlike other planetary bodies, and is an intergalactic command
center and diplomatic neutral zone (as is Antarctica) for our “pie slice” sector of the galaxy. The dark
side, with its many lighted structures, remains hidden from Earth view.

• Joint military, corporate, and ET bases on Mars (Mars Colony Corporation, MCC, created in
1974. Protected by the private contractor MDF. Aries Prime is the capitol.) and the Moon (Lunar Operations Command, LOC, 1964.) exist under NSA, NRO, JIC aegis. Read-only internet access. Reports
that the MCC, a private mining concern, has implemented a slave labor force for high tech production
used in interstellar trade have been independently substantiated by the British Interplanetary Society
and MI6, London. The U.S. Congressional Bill HR-1508 was passed in July, 2015 to protect both mining
corporations and their employees in space, and is considered a part of “soft disclosure” for the public.
• Northrup B-2 antigravity bomber in orbit. Leaked photo.
• NASA control, 1960’s.
• Apollo astronauts, 1969. All three men claimed they had an ET
escort to the moon, and were met there by more ETs, some of them
not friendly.
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• Military use only “quantum access time travel” and “Tesla Teleportation” have existed since
1972. (Project PEGASUS––DARPA aegis under Donald Rumsfeld. Edison Research Labs, ITT Defense,
Sandia Labs, Los Alamos National Labs.)
Example: The U.S. Navy guided missile destroyer Zumwalt and certain B-2 Spirit (electrostatic
antigravity) bombers can instantly “teleport” across the globe––Star Trek style––to save fuel, eradicate
crew fatigue, and reduce time to target for operational security purposes and black ops deployment. Aircraft so equipped can achieve orbit easily. Artificial portal technology is used as well.
Time travel, temporal physics, and timeline modification are military-only black projects of the
very highest security clearance. Special black ops team use only. History timeline optimization (a partial
failure) is one example of its use. Main purposes unknown. (See: Project Looking Glass).
• All branches of the U.S. Military are in alignment with different ET groups for various technological projects that require specialist development, engineering, and cooperation. This situation has
led to much animosity, competition, and endemic suspicion.

• Antigravity Unified Field Theory propulsion and Magnetic Field Disruption (MFD) has been
implemented in various military applications since the late 1950’s. Dr. E.B. Klemperer lead the concept
teams at Douglas Aircraft Corp., RAND, TRW, Northrup. Electrogravitics provide thrust. MFD provides
mass reduction. NTG nuclear batteries are used for life support and electrical power. (Ex: USAF TR3B,
circa 1994, Northrup B-2A, TR6 Telos Black Triangle Craft. [Sandia Labs. Livermore labs. LockheedMartin Skunkworks. “The Cube” at Nellis. Boeing Defense]).

• The U. S. Navy has its own interstellar/inter-solar system space fleet and space-based SCALAR
particle beam weapons. These craft were built in an underground facility in the Wasatch mountains,
Utah. Tachyon-based “Temporal Drive” systems (Lockheed-Martin) are used for superluminal interstellar transport. SSP Personnel numbers in excess of 200,000. (Project PINE, SOLAR WARDEN. Naval
Space Command, National Reconnaissance Office. A.k.a. “Secret Space Program,”or SSP) Solar Warden is commanded by U.S. Navy career officers that are charged with upholding the U.S. Constitution
and the defense of the Earth, and is not controlled by MJ-12 or the ICC. Since 1952, the US Navy has
been the ideal branch to build, service, design, and maintain spacecraft for deep penetration missions
due to its long history of ship and submarine construction.
• TR3A Manta black triangle aircraft, leaked photo.
Part of Project AURORA.
• Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld.
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Interstellar space travel requires time travel and transdimensional navigational abilities that are now
well known and understood. Psychotronic, SCALAR, plasma, and particle beam weaponry are utilized.
Space stations and moon/asteroid outposts are numerous.

• Military contractors and corporations supplying the U.S. Navy Secret Space Program with
gear, base construction services, and technical expertise have formed the mega-sized Interplanetary
Corporate Conglomerate (ICC). These government-independent, profit-motivated corporations have a
regular supply contract with Solar Warden and the breakaway German fleet “Nacht Waffen,” and a
barter trading network with over 900 races of ETs inside and outside of the solar system. Mining operations on various planets and moons in our local star clusters are ongoing. The ICC has eclipsed Solar
Warden in size and scope, and assists ET groups with building infrastructure offworld. In effect, the ICC
is a “breakaway civilization” of independent means.

• The U.S. Army and the NSA have an ET-derived, quantum Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) interface
that exists in hyperspace, and uses a new, classified generation of quantum computing power that employs “sacred geometry photons.” It can retrieve anything, anywhere, and from any point in time. At one
time powered by the VULCAN computer network, it is now fully proprietary. This technology is possible
due to the fact that linear time does not exist––time is circular––all time, matter, energy, and space exist
all at once. An estimated 80% of the universe is “consciousness,” the rest is plasma, matter, and energy.

• There exists over 200 Deep Underground Military Bases (DUMBS) in the United States alone
and 1400 world wide––with some under the sea floor––all connected by vacuum tube MagLev trains capable of Mach 2 performance. (A.k.a.“Terradrive,” or “Subshuttle.”) Zero-point Atomic Tunnel Boring
Machines were used in construction. (Note: ATBM’s. USAF patent, 1973).
Zero-point energy and cold fusion technology has been in use for over 60 years, and is the safe
and secure power system of choice for obvious reasons. Ex: Raven Rock Mountain Complex; Mount
Weather VA; China Lake Naval Weapons Testing Center; CA. Edwards AFB, CA. Blackjack Control unit.
Function: Aircraft Development, antigravity research, and vehicle development; Fort Huachuca AZ,
U.S. Army and NSA Intelligence complex. Storage of ET craft and life forms; Dugway Proving Ground,
Provo Utah, Black triangle craft storage and maintenance.
Everything critical in military terms is below ground or in space. All surface projects and assets
are replaceable and are therefore ultimately irrelevant.
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• Genetic research, human cloning, and genetic experimentation––a common practice by many
races of ETs in our universe––are ongoing at select DUMBS facilities for the Super Soldier Program
(SP) and off-world personnel. (Non-terrestrial Officers, U.S. Space Command). This cloning program
was started by the Nazi SS in WW2, specifically with Dr. Mengele and his Aryan genetics program. President Jimmy Carter and Henry Kissenger, both killed, are now multigenerational clones.
Cattle mutilations and human military abductions (MILAB) are illegally implemented for gathering biological growth medium by The Orion Consortium Greys and black-ops military personnel for creating hybrid clones at the Dulce New Mexico DUMBS facility. A technology transfer is the payment.
Women are abducted to carry the clone fetus throughout gestation. High I.Q. individuals are abducted
for the Secret Space Program in U.S. National Parks. (Hobart Co. refrigeration is used; Lilly pharmaceuticals.) Attourney General John N. Mitchell, President Nixon, and Howard Hughes were involved.
• The astral plane is where time and space do not really exist as we understand it here. There is a
completely new set of physics laws that govern it. However, it allows for tremendous speeds while traveling in various military craft. There are actually “astral highways” that are utilized to travel at many
multiples of the speed of light. As the mass of the ship is accelerated it becomes smaller and smaller on
the physical plane. It was explained to me that as it gets smaller on the physical plane, the ship begins to
become larger and appears on the astral plane. When a spaceship raises its vibratory frequencies, it literally accelerates the mass of the spaceship to prepare for hyperspace travel.
• There are nine active spaceport facilities near the Ross Sea in Antarctica today as ICC industrial staging areas. The thick ice shield protects them from Corona Mass Ejection events. Geothermal
power supply. Holographic projections hide the entrances.

• The Congressional-funded “Black Budget” is not the semi-official 50 billion, but is closer to
two trillion per annum. Private banking sources of funding augment this figure, as does securities fraud.
Covert black groups within the intelligence community and the MIC routinely augment their USAP funding via the illegal drug trade. In 1956, MJ-12 in concert with the CIA, devised a ‘black-ops,’ illegaldrug pipeline into America via offshore Texas oil rigs provided by Zapata Oil Corporation’s Chief
Executive Officer, George Herbert Walker Bush.
• “Terradrive” illustration. Mach 2 performance capability.
• Creed Colorado DUMBS, unknown craft, leaked photo.
• Tunnel Boring Machine, TBM.
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This covert project was so successful it spurred Bush’s rise up the ranks of the CIA. The global drug
trade is run by many factions of the global intelligence community co-operating together (MI6, CIA,
MOSSAD etc.) is worth at least $1.5 trillion a year. This is almost on par with the global oil trade. There
is no real war on drugs and never has been. Recession proof funding stream.
Drugs from the Far East (Cambodia-Viet Nam) were brought in by Air America, a CIA front. The
Viet Nam War was a drug smuggling operation. Body bags were packed with drugs, and soldiers were
hooked so that a ready market would exist for the payloads. Viet Nam provided the product and the
users, and heroin is popular offworld. This is one of the main reasons the extraterrestrial factor cannot
be released to the public. There are still individuals within our government who have been deeply involved in creating wars and dealing drugs for profit. Gold found in vast tunnel complexes was another
reason for the conflict. “Orion Grey” ETs use missing soldiers (Alive) and dead bodies for spare body
parts in DNA and cloning projects. This has been ongoing for many centuries in all wars.

• Most races of star beings exist invisibly outside of our narrow range of light spectrum and five
senses, and almost all intelligent life in the universe exists in higher vibrational dimensions than our
limited scope 3rd dimension. 5th dimensional beings coexist with the military/Intel community on a daily
basis. A limited few occupy key positions of authority in USAPs, the ICC, and DUMBS as technical advisors. Their technology allows them to easily manifest in our present 3rd density physicality.
• The NSA Data Facility in Bluffdale Utah is used for the vast storage of electronic human and
ET “Thought Files.” The genuine hierarchy of the NSA is as follows: The Black Monks, The Blue Moon
Unit, Ultra-1 unit, and Ultra-2 unit. Below them is the MIC and the world banks. And in last place are
all the MIC employees.
• Northrup-Grumman TR-6 “Telos” antigravity craft.
Transatmospheric/Electrogravitic/Low/Observability/Surveillance platform.
Near infinite loiter time over target. Solar system capable. Its dimensions exceed five times that of the B-2 bomber.
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• Project ZEUS, created under the umbrella of MJ-12, was and is charged with the genuine purpose, direction, management, development, and eventual deployment of the “Star Wars” SDI scalar
weapons system against certain hostile, “traitorous” ET groups associated with the MIC and MJ-12.
President Reagan adamantly refused any concessions on SDI. He continued to vigorously pursue its development and deployment, in spite of uninformed scientific and congressional opposition. These opponents never knew it’s real and intended purpose. Hughes Aircraft has provided space-based, manned
satellite scalar weapon platforms since 1965.

And that’s just a tasting menu. I thank my lucky stars that I was trained so well back at my conservative, religious high school and “liberal” university to research and connect dots regarding esoteric
history, learn to think outside the box, nurture my young free will amongst my peers, and process cogent
conclusions of my own, no matter how anti-social, uncomfortable, and nonconforming. Oh wait, I most
assuredly did not.
These military, corporate, and Intel Community folks were once tasked with defending the American people, now some of them, a rogue group, consider us an integral part of the enemy. That’s the
saddest bit of all. Don’t they have families and loved ones too?
• Unit patches: USAF Space Battlelab insignia. 509th Bomb Wing, which operates the United States’ stealth bombers from Whiteman Air
Force Base in Missouri. The alien is probably a reference to the 509th’s lineage. In 1947, the 509th was based at Roswell, New Mexico.
TENCAP is an acronym for Tactical Exploitation of National Capabilities; note “Grey” alien motif. The octopus is the symbol of the National Reconnaissance Office.

• Top: USAF prototype particle beam
weapon aircraft/spacecraft.
• “Dart” shuttle, interplanetary capability.
• Far right: USAF Boeing YAL-1 with
scalar directed energy weapon. (DEW)
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Secret Space
Program

USN Research Vessel

Propulsion system:
Early on, our ships were powered by thorium-based torsion field generators (Advanced Nazi Bell design), but we now use a
system that is far safer and cheaper, one that
doesn’t tax Earth’s natural resources to build.
Powdered quartz crystals are coated with a
silver-based plasma. The mixture is precisely
placed between a nano-gold (monatomic)
node and a lead-based node using the Sacred
Cubit as a measurement table. (Golden Ratio)
Monatomic gold is trandimensional (Part
of the Philosopher’s Stone of alchemical
lore), and is of positive charge. The lead node
is negative. When activated this system provides unlimited power via sound resonance.
The rotating exterior spherical nodes on cigar
ships and black triangle craft are filled with
different amounts of the nano-gold and quartz
mixtures for lift/maneuvering purposes.
As always, the sacred universal numbering
system of 3, 6, and 9 is used in construction.
Since quartz is piezoelectric and resonates
with the liquid in our bodies perfectly, the
speed of thought is also unlimited, so unlimited speed is the norm.
The US Space Force is a cover for the
entire SSP. No one wants the full truth to
get out. Not ever.

USAF TR3B “Astra”
The center node is the anchor point for the
maneuvering nodes.
Left: USAF Orbital Antigravity Craft
(Courtesy Roc Hatfield)

USN Attack Carriers
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POOR TRUMAN AND EISENHOWER,
they must have shit the bed when our galactic country cousins came calling with the big news.
Hallelujah Julia. Fire up the lava lamps and check out those glowing auras, gentlemen. Sorry, how silly
of me, the proper black project scientific term for aura is: Bio-Luminescent Electromagnetic Intelligence
Field, or BLEIF. That’s covert military-speak for you. So bland, boring, so dreary and unromantic.
Military acronym examples:
INYSA:
TREAT:
TWEP:
MILAB:
ADPCM:
CDRU:
BBMAFILW:

Assistant Chief of Staff Intelligence, USAF, Science and Technology Branch
Tactical Reconnaissance Engineering Assessment Team (MIB)
Terminate with extreme prejudice (kill order)
Military abduction via UAV
Adaptive Differential Pulse-Code Modulation
Crashed Disc Retrieval Unit
Boring Bland Military Acronyms For Idiots Like Warner

Apparently there are two kinds of thinking that operate simultaneously––thinking with the brain
and thinking with the mind. The mind and the brain are not the same. Got that? You do? Great. The latter is basically an organic machine programmed by worldly experiences during our lifetime. The former
is a “phylogenetic inheritance,” or archive, within our aura containing the thought impressions of all the
human/ET folks we used to be, those who have lived and experienced their lives before and after our
time. Their myriad experiences are recorded in our so-called “Akashic Record,” a.k.a. “The Ancestral
Brain,” or in psychological parlance the “The Collective Unconscious.” It’s a kind of ethereal, transdimensional hard drive. And no, it’s not the friggin’ Apple iCloud.
The mind is just a tool used for creating our daily, razor-sharp reality. We have all led fascinating
past and future lives (All happening right NOW), and from time to time these hidden memories cause
strong flashes of déja-vu. Ever had one of those? You’re darn tootin’ you have.
Myself in a past life, you ask? I was in high probability a
poxed Sumerian prostitute, a bloodthirsty, mushroom-eatin’ Mongol, then a debauched Roman scribe and charioteer with bad eyesight. Oh yes, that makes perfect sense.
Yikes. Not to worry you more, but it seems the human aura
can be accessed or stolen with electromagnetic scalar technology
for bizarre uses. Yes, technology. There is said to be a very old Annunaki/Orion Consortium/ICC-supplied black market in the universe for not only us humans in the flesh and our various glandular
secretions, but our BLEIFS to boot.
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Intergalactic trade is booming. Humans eat animals, animals eat each other, and some ETs eat,
well, everything. Shit happens, folks, lots of negative ETs like frozen human meat and the DNA it contains. We are literally worth our weight in gold. Oh, I’ve been assured there’s also a barter-style trade
market for skinny jeans, fine art, heroin, spices, plants, trees, fruit, Hershey bars, bulldozers, and Jimmy
Choo shoes as well. If it’s popular here, it’s the same out there. Looks like capitalism in some form is
alive and well out yonder. How ’bout them sour apples? ––Hooray for Los Alamos Labs! Viva the ICC!
Huzzah for the NSA Black Monks! CIA’s MK-ULTRA lives!
Yet soon we’ll learn that we aren’t as helpless as we have been programmed to believe, my precious Sheeple. We are, in fact, a rare humanoid race that has an incredible range of emotion and creative
power. The power of our consciousness is simply awesome, like a blown Hemi engine on nitro. Our
country cousins are in awe of our creativity, and love us all the more for it. Big kiss here.
(Geek alert: Astrophysicist Dr. Nikolai Aleksandrovich Kozyrev discovered that our emotions
and consciousness can create their own space-time bending torsion field. He worked in the Soviet
Union’s top secret physics department during the Cold War. The Russians understood through him that
nuclear weapons were ripping open the fabric of space-time with their plasma geometry, and were acting as hyperdimensional gateways that accessed massive gravitational energy, among other, ahem,
“spooky” things).
Oh, and by the way, human and humanoid races go back billions of years in our galaxy alone.
We aren’t unique by any means. So sorry to burst your Hubble bubble. Well, not really.
And you thought this was going to be a boring memo? Not.
• Dr. Aleksandrovich Kozyrev.
• Hybrid human male.
• Sirian humanoid female, Sirius B, Sirius A.
• Below: Androgynous Nordic. (Leaked photo).
• Pleiadian man
• Los Alamos National Labs, NM.
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